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CONDITIONS OF USE AND DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 

(2 SIDE DOCUMENT) 

Please fill out the marked sections in BLOCK capitals! 

* Name: 

* Address, Zip: 

 

E-mail: 

 

* Date of Birth: 
* ID # (could be driver license or passport 

number): 

 

1. Terms of Use 

1. Fastened full face helmets and balaclavas are at all times required! 

2. After using the helmets, they must always be placed back to their storage after each 

session! 

3. Use of fastened seat belts is mandatory! 

4. Being under the influence of alcohol or any kind of drugs while on or near the tracks 

is at all times PROHIBITED! 

5. Driving the karts in slippers or scarf is PROHIBITED! 

6. Long hair must be covered in the helmet! 

7. In order to avoid any damage on your clothing, please do not wear any kind of 

jewellery, sunglasses or belts, the karting track is not responsible for any damages. 

8. The 270cc karts can only be used by individuals over 150cm body height. The 160cc 

kid karts can only be used by individuals over 125cm body height. 

9. Less than 14 years driving the karts require parental consent. 

10. Using the karts while pregnant is not allowed! 

11. Walking and/or driving on Hungaroring Circuit or on the service road is LIFE 

THREATENING and STRICTLY FORBIDDEN. Hungaroring Sport Zrt. does not 

undertake responsibility for any damages arising from the breach of the present 

prohibition, moreover litigation procedure shall be initiated against the person 

violating this regulation. 

 

2. Rules and behaviour on the track 

1. The pit lane shall only be entered for pilots with a valid ticket when called by the staff. 

2. Starting from the pit is only allowed when the sign is showed by the staff. 

3. The accelerator pedal on the kart is located at your right foot while the brake pedal 

can be found at the left foot. 

4. Jostle of the competitors, forward-facing driving and intentional collision is 

FORBIDDEN! Immediate disqualification!  

5. In case of an accident, slow down and raise your right hand to signal the emergency 

staff! 

6. In case a vehicle behind you is permanently faster than you, you have to allow the 

other participant to overtake you, if possible by staying on the other side of the track 

leaving room for the other vehicle to pass. The inside and outside areas of the curves 

can be used without limitation within the tracks. 

7. It is strictly FORBIDDEN to get out of your vehicle on the track anytime (even if the 

kart has stopped)! Put up one of your hands (while holding the steering wheel with the 

other one) and wait in your kart for our staff and their further instructions. 

8. After the finish flag please make a last !! SLOW !! lap to the entrance of the box.  

9. Upon arriving to the box, please don’t get out of your kart until ALL of the 

participants stopped behind you and our staff allows you to get out. 

10. Removing your helmet before getting out of the kart is PROHIBITED! 

11. Ignoring the instructions of the staff or the flag signals, careless, undisciplined 

behaviour leads to disqualification! 

12. In case of disqualification the kart track is not responsible for any ticket refund! 
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3. Flag Signals 

              The session starts with the sign of the staff and finishes by waving the chequered flag. 

       After that take a slow last round and the red flag signals that you need to exit to the pit. 

 

1. Yellow Flag: DANGER! Obstacles on the track. Please slow down, don’t pass anyone in 

front of you and be prepared to change directions or stop at any time. 

2. Blue flag: The flag is waved for the participant in order to let the faster driver behind him 

in front of him. 

3. Red flag: SESSION STOPPED! Red flag is displayed when conditions are too dangerous 

to continue the session. 

4. Black Flag: The participant is disqualified for dangerous behaviour, immediately stop in 

the pit lane. 

5. Chequered Flag: End of session. After a slow last round you must stop in the pit lane. 

 

 

Disclaimer - Read carefully! 
 

1. Every participant uses all parts of the track on his/her own risk and responsibility. 

2. The rules of the Highway Code apply to the entire area of the track (including parking lot). 

3. The instructions and directions of the supervising staff need to be observed under any 

circumstances. 

4. This statement declares that every participant is responsible for the damages that he/she 

negligently, wilfully or otherwise caused on the track or in the pits. Everyone is obliged to 

compensate for the damage caused by him/her. By signing this statement you do not avail 

yourself for having the right to invoke for any damages caused to you. 

5. Signing this statement declares that every participant noted the above mentioned basic safety 

rules about driving the karts. 

6. Hungaroring Kart Center is NOT responsible for injuries resulting from the non-compliance 

of the above mentioned rules! 

7. All points of the contract between the parties are governed by the rules of the Hungarian Civil 

Code in force. The Participant undertakes to reimburse the damages it incurs on the spot by 

signing this declaration. 
 

Motorsport is dangerous! 

The karts are sports equipment not toys. Accordingly the use of the vehicles requires care and caution.  

 

By signing this, I agree that Molishop Ltd. (2146 Mogyoród, Hungaroring út 10.) has voluntarily provided my personal 

information in accordance with data protection laws and international recommendations in accordance with the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679 / EU Law CXII of 2011 on freedom of Information (Information Act), record, store 
and manage in accordance with the provisions of this Privacy Policy, in order to provide me with regular information about 

my gokart services until my consent is revoked. I acknowledge that I have the right to request further information from the 

Company about the management of my data at info@hungaroringkartcenter.hu and that I may modify, withdraw, or rectify, 

limit, block or delete my data at any time in writing, without reason to the Data Controller. I have the right to protest, to object 
to direct marketing, to prevent automated decision-making and profiling, and to have data portability and judicial enforcement, 

and to initiate proceedings with the National Data Protection and Freedom of Information Authority. My personal data is kept 

confidential by Hungaroring Kart Center and is not disclosed to third parties. 
 

I have read, understood and accepted these Terms of Use and Responsibility Statement. 

 

* Signature: * Date: 

* Under 14 years / Guardian’s signature: 

 

We wish you a lot of fun on the track! Enjoy your ride! 

Molishop Kft. – 2146 Mogyoród, Hungaroring út 10. – Tel.: +36 30 973 83 70 – info@hungaroringkartcenter.hu 
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